
Ahrend 1200 
Edition

Designer: Ahrend Design
Less is more
This high quality Dutch-designed table was inspired using the design 
philosophy that less is more. Thanks to the perfect finish, this table will be 
the showpiece of every room. The new tabletop materials, range of shapes 
and additional electrification options make this table extremely versatile.



Exceptional and truly distinctive design, with the direction of the wood 
grain highlighting the tabletop’s form

Made in Holland using high-quality materials

Red Dot Design Award winner for a distinctive, excellent and original design

Characteristic design







Can be used in meeting rooms and hospitality areas or when people need a 

temporary workplace

A distinctive range of work, conference and video-conferencing tables with 

electrification options incorporated into the tabletop

Suitable for diverse work environments







“The Ahrend 1200 Edition is a special version of the original 

and award-winning Ahrend 1200. Thanks to the fact that 

new materials and a new colour range have been used, 

we have honoured the beautiful design while also creating 

excitement.”

www.ahrend.com/

1200-Edition

More information:

An eye for detail 
and perfection; all 
components have a high 
quality finish from every 
angle 

Innovative optional extras 
such as the Ahrend PuK 
wireless smartphone 
charger







www.ahrend.com

Basic

Aluminium frame in Ahrend powder coating 

Modular design, aluminium legs, corner legs, and 
couplings, all connected by an aluminium extrusion 
profile

Table frame built into the legs with additional frames for 
large tops

Tabletops are mounted using aluminium studs, screwed 
into the underside of the tabletop, allowing the tops to 
be linked together

Ciranol with black core, either in unicolours or in light 
and dark shades such as Navarra Pine, Lindberg Oak and 
Milano Walnut











Features

Fixed height – 74 cm

Rounded design - 160 and 200 cm (4-seat)

Square design - 200 and 390 cm (8 and 16-seat) 

Rectangular design - 210 cm to 580 cm wide  
(4 to 16-seat)

Videoconferencing design - 300 cm wide (5 to 7-seat)

Boat-shaped design - 210 to 580 cm 
(4 to 14-seat)

Smallest size - 210 x 120 cm

Direction of the wood grain can be angled in many 
different configurations

Options

Power points such as 4 x 230 V incorporated into the 
tabletop and shielded by a flap

Ahrend PuK wireless smartphone charger

Lighting integrated into the tabletop (Luceplan Costanza)

Ciranol with white core













 







 



 

Ahrend is the most sustainable company in its sector in Europe and has set itself 
the goal of closing the full production cycle by 2020. Ahrend produces climate-
neutral products, using the principles of Cradle to Cradle and Eco-design, with the 
efficient use and reuse of materials.Ahrend. A Cradle to Cradle company

Creating safe products and healthy environments


